AGENDA

Meeting Skills for Londoners Board
Date

Wednesday 10 April 2019

Time

10.00am

Place

Committee Room 5, City Hall,
the Queen’s Walk, London SE1
2AA

Agendas and minutes of the meetings of this Board are published at
https://www.london.gov.uk/skills-for-londoners (except in those cases where information
may be exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act).
Meetings are not held in public and are only open to those invited to attend by one of the
co-Chairs.
Members:
Jules Pipe, Deputy Mayor for Planning,
Regeneration and Skills, GLA (co-Chair)
Cllr Georgia Gould, Executive Member for
Skills and Employment, London Councils
(co-Chair)
Cllr Ravi Govindia, Leader, London
Borough of Wandsworth and Member,
Central London Forward
Cllr Darren Rodwell, Leader, London
Borough of Barking and Dagenham and
Chair, Local London Skills and
Employment Board
Cllr Ruth Dombey, Leader, London
Borough of Sutton and Chair, South
London Partnership Skills and
Employment Board
Cllr Steve Curran, Leader, London
Borough of Hounslow and Chair, West
London Alliance Skills and Employment
Board

Celia Caulcott, LEAP
Margaret Cooney, London Plus
Kym Denny, the Mayor’s Business
Advisory Board
Arinola Edeh, HOLEX
Nichola Hay, the Association of
Employment and Learning Providers
Angus Knowles-Cutler, London First
Gerry McDonald, Association of Colleges
Sue Terpilowski, Federation of Small
Businesses
Skills for Londoners Business Partnership
representative (to be confirmed)
Employment Related Services Association
(to be confirmed)

City Hall, The Queen’s Walk, London SE1 2AA
Enquiries: 020 7983 4100 minicom: 020 7983 4458 www.london.gov.uk

1

Introduction and apologies

2

Declarations of Interest
Members to declare any disclosable pecuniary interests which they have in any of
the items set out on the agenda and, where applicable, consider if they should
withdraw from the discussion or the meeting.

3

Minutes from the previous meeting (pages 5 – 12)
Members are asked to approve the minutes of the meeting held on 21 September
2018.

4

Actions arising from previous meetings (pages 13 – 14)
To be presented by Rachel Greenwood, Senior Project Officer

5

Governance and subordinate bodies (pages 15 – 36)
To be presented by Rachel Greenwood, Senior Project Officer

6

Special Education Needs and Disabilities presentation
To be presented by Mime Consulting

7

Adult Education Budget (AEB) financial management and
implementation update (pages 37 – 48)
To be presented by Michelle Cuomo Boorer, Assistant Director – Skills &
Employment

8

Skills for Londoners Framework Consultation (pages 49 – 64)
To be presented by Michelle Cuomo Boorer, Assistant Director – Skills &
Employment

9

Skills and Employment Vision Draft Structure (pages 65 – 76)
To be presented by Forogh Rahmani, Senior Manager – Strategy, Policy &
Relationships

10

Higher Education presentation
To be presented by the Social Market Foundation

2

11

Date of next meeting
The next meeting of the Skills for Londoners Board is expected to take place at
1.30pm on 20 June 2019 at a venue to be confirmed.

12

Any Other Business the Chair Considers Urgent

Contact Officer: Rachel Greenwood, Senior Project Officer
Telephone: 020 7983 4285
Email: Rachel.Greenwood@london.gov.uk

3
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Agenda Item 3

MINUTES
Meeting:
Date:
Time:
Place:

Skills for Londoners Board
Friday 21 September 2018
3:00pm
Committee Room 1, City Hall,
The Queen's Walk, London,
SE1 2AA

Agendas and minutes of the meetings of this Board are published at
https://www.london.gov.uk/node/46805 (except in those cases where information
may be exempt from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act).
Meetings are not held in public and are only open to those invited to attend by the
co-Chairs.
Members:
Jules Pipe, Deputy Mayor for Planning, Regeneration and Skills, GLA (co-Chair)
Cllr Georgia Gould, Executive Member for Skills and Employment, London Councils
(co-Chair in the Chair)
Cllr Ruth Dombey, Leader, London Borough of Sutton and Chair, South London
Partnership Skills and Employment Board
Cllr Steve Curran, Leader, London Borough of Hounslow and Chair, West London
Alliance Skills and Employment Board
Gerry McDonald, Association of Colleges
Arinola Edeh, HOLEX
Nichola Hay, the Association of Employment and Learning Providers
Kirsty McHugh, Employment Related Services Association
Sue Terpilowski, Federation of Small Businesses
Celia Caulcott, London Economic Action Partnership (LEAP) - London’s local
enterprise partnership
GLA Officers:
Michelle Cuomo Boorer, Assistant Director – Skills and Employment
Forogh Rahmani, Senior Manager – Strategy, Policy & Relationships
Rachel Greenwood, Senior Project Officer (Clerk)
Others in attendance:
Margaret Cooney, Chief Executive, Greater London Volunteering
City Hall, The Queen’s Walk, London SE1 2AA
Enquiries: 020 7983 4100 minicom: 020 7983 4458 www.london.gov.uk
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Dianna Neal, Strategic Lead – Enterprise, Economy and Skills, London Councils
Tim Shields, Chief Executive, London Borough of Hackney
Dick Sorabji, Corporate Director, Policy and Public Affairs, London Councils
Stephen Rosevear, Director, Hatch Regeneris (Items 1-5)
Geetha Pathanjalimanoharar, Consultant, Hatch Regeneris (Items 1-5)
Louise Ribet, Consultant, Hatch Regeneris (Items 1-5)

1

Introduction and apologies

1.1

The Chair welcomed Members to the inaugural meeting of the Skills for
Londoners (SfL) Board, highlighting that this was an exciting opportunity to
address the skills challenges facing London.

1.2

Apologies for absence were received from Cllr Ravi Govindia, Cllr Darren
Rodwell and Sue Terpilowski. Apologies were also received from Angus
Knowles-Cutler who has been nominated to represent London First on the
Board and will be formally appointed in advance of the next formal meeting.

2

Declarations of Interest

2.1

There were no declarations of interest.

3

Skills for Londoners Board Governance Update

3.1

The Board received a report setting out its constitution and terms of reference,
and an update was provided on proposed subordinate bodies.

3.2

Members were invited to put themselves forward to sit on the SfL Outcomes
Commissioning Advisory Group and the Mayor’s Construction Skills Advisory
Group and volunteers to Chair, or co-Chair, the groups were also welcomed.
Expressions of interest would be invited via email following the meeting, and
the co-Chairs of the Board would agree the final membership and chairing
arrangements for the groups.

3.3

In response to a query, officers agreed to circulate the existing membership
for the Mayor’s Construction Skills Advisory Group following the meeting.

3.4

DECISIONS:
The SfL Board:
•

Noted its constitution and terms of reference;

•

Agreed to formally establish the Mayor’s Construction Skills
Advisory Group and the SfL Outcomes Commissioning Advisory
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Group as subordinate bodies of the Board and agreed the respective
terms of reference for the groups;
•

Delegated authority to the co-Chairs of the SfL Board to confirm
membership and chairing arrangements of the Mayor’s
Constructions Skills Advisory Group and the SfL Outcomes
Commissioning Advisory Group; and

•

Noted that an Apprenticeships Advisory Group would be established
as a subordinate body of the Skills for Londoners Business
Partnership when the Partnership was established later this year.

4

Skills for Londoners Framework

4.1

Representatives from Hatch Regeneris were in attendance to present the
interim analysis of the SfL Framework consultation. Feedback was welcomed
on the report, which was currently being finalised and was due to be
published in the autumn.

4.2

In response to Member queries, the Board heard that officers were currently
working through the framework, updating it where necessary in response to
the consultation. Areas that required further analysis and more detailed
modelling would be further developed in consultation with the Board or its
subordinate bodies over the coming months.

4.3

DECISION:
The SfL Framework consultation interim analysis report and
presentation were noted.

5

UK Shared Prosperity Fund and Industrial Strategy

5.1

The Board received a report setting out the GLA and London Councils’
proposed list of joint skills and employment priorities for the local response to
the UK Shared Prosperity Fund and London’s Local Industrial Strategy.

5.2

Members welcomed the proposals, commenting that although further work
and modelling was required, this provided a good opportunity to work
together. Clarity on some areas would be welcomed, for example how the
Local Industrial Strategy would link with the Adult Education Budget, and the
importance of connecting with LEAP through this work was also highlighted. It
was also suggested that this work could be framed around the key points set
out in the Mayor’s response to the Industrial Strategy Green paper.

5.3

London Councils’ members commented that the role of the sub-regional
partnerships (SRPs) would be important in the development of this work,
particularly when considering pan-London challenges. Additional resource
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may be required to support the SRPs in this work, however. Officers agreed to
discuss outside of the meeting where the GLA might be in a position to use
existing resources to support this request.
5.4

It would also be important to use this as an opportunity to lobby for London to
retain its current level of funding, in order that it could continue to drive
effective interventions. Members recognised, however, that consideration
would need to be given to the impact on skills and employment programmes
in London should future funding be reduced.

5.5

It was noted that at this stage the report set out an early indication of ideas
that would be developed over the coming months in consultation with the
Board, and further comments on how best to shape the approach were
welcomed. This would also be considered further at a joint session with the
SfL Board and the SfL Business Partnership in the New Year.

5.6

DECISIONS:
The SfL Board:
•

Approved in-principle the GLA and London Councils’ indicative skills
and employment priorities for the skills and employment-related
strands of the forthcoming UK Shared Prosperity Fund to help inform
discussions with Government and feed into the development of
London’s Local Industrial Strategy;

•

Agreed that the GLA and London Councils would develop the
proposals further and undertake additional modelling; and

•

Noted that the proposed priorities would be subject to further
consultation and so may develop and change. Any changes would be
put to the Board for its consideration.

6

Adult Education Budget (AEB) implementation update

6.1

The Board received an update on AEB implementation to date, including the
submission of the self-assessment evidence checklist to the Secretary of
State for Education in August 2018, and the project dashboard, which
highlighted key risks to the programme. The Board were informed that the
programme was currently on track and that the team were currently working
towards the AEB procurement launch in mid-October.

6.2

It was noted that informal feedback from the DfE on the self-assessment
evidence checklist had been positive, with a formal response and draft
delegation letter expected by the end of the month.

6.3

The Assistant Director – Skills and Employment outlined the key risks to the
programme, noting that a position on audit arrangements was yet to be
agreed with the ESFA, and discussions around data sharing remained
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ongoing. Officers were working with the relevant bodies to mitigate these risks
and an update would be provided to the Board at the next meeting.
6.4

Members offered their support in lobbying government on particular issues
where needed. This included the issues around audit and data sharing as set
out above, as well as to secure a systems offer for the second year of the
AEB programme. Officers welcomed the support of the Board in these matters
and it was agreed that a lobbying strategy would be brought to the next
meeting.

6.5

DECISIONS:
The SfL Board:
•

Noted the Adult Education Budget (AEB) programme implementation
update, including the submission of London’s ‘self-assessment
evidence checklist’ to the Secretary of State for Education;

•

Noted the AEB implementation project dashboard; and

•

Agreed that a lobbying strategy would be brought to the next
meeting of the Board.

7

AEB Outcomes for Londoners

7.1

The Assistant Director – Skills and Employment introduced the report setting
out the GLA’s proposed approach to the development of an outcomes-based
commissioning system.

7.2

During the discussion, it was noted that the GLA had recently received
confirmation that it could retain in-year AEB underspends, a step which was
welcomed by the Board. It was noted that, depending on funding available,
this could provide the opportunity to run pilot programmes as a part of the
development of these proposals.

7.3

Building on the discussion at Item 3, members were invited to submit
expressions of interest to join the SfL Outcomes Commissioning Advisory
Group, which would lead on the development of this work. In addition, the
Board were invited to nominate any colleagues with appropriate expertise for
a place on the Advisory Group.

7.4

DECISIONS:
The SfL Board:
• Agreed the proposed outline approach to developing an
outcome-based funding model for the AEB;
• Noted that an advisory group for the AEB outcomes project will be
established as a subordinate body of the SfL Board (as agreed at
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Agenda Item 3), with expressions of interest from members to be
submitted following the meeting; and
• Endorsed the proposal for City Hall to commission a research
partner to support development of Strand 1 of the proposal, as set
out in the Agenda report.

8

100 years of adult learning celebrations and future vision

8.1

The Board were invited to discuss proposals for a celebratory event to
coincide with the centenary of adult education at the City Literary Institute
(City Lit) in autumn 2019. The event would celebrate the wider history of adult
education in London and provide an opportunity for the Board to set its vision
for the future. It would also be used to mark the launch of the commencement
of the AEB in London.

8.2

A discussion was held around the proposal to follow the event with an annual
skills summit which would provide an ongoing opportunity to share best
practice and to promote collaboration amongst networks. While members
commented that these networks already existed on a more localised level, this
could provide an opportunity to bring together representatives from across the
sector each year to discuss the opportunities and challenges they face. While
the proposals were welcomed, it was suggested that the skills summit be
supplemented with smaller local events, in order to reach out to as much of
the adult learning community as possible.

8.3

To build on these ideas, a session was being arranged for the Board to come
together with the Skills for Londoners Business Partnership in early 2019 to
discuss this further. The session would enable the Board set their priorities
and build a vision for the future of adult education in London.

8.4

DECISIONS:
The SfL Board:
• Approved the proposal to develop plans for an event to coincide with
the City Literary Institute’s centenary and to use the occasion to mark
the commencement of delivery of the delegated Adult Education
Budget in London and to set out London’s vision for future skills;
• Approved the proposal to develop a vision for future adult education;
and
• Approved the proposal to hold an annual skills summit focused on
promoting the work of the Board as well as skills and employment
issues critical to London.
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9

Date of next meeting

9.1

The date of the next formal meeting of the Skills for Londoners Board and the
date of the informal strategy session were to be confirmed.

9.2

In response to a query, it was agreed that a timeline of key decision-making
points in the AEB programme would be circulated to the Board following the
meeting.

10

Any Other Business the Chair Considers Urgent

10.1

There was no urgent business.

11

Close of Meeting

11.1

The meeting closed at 4.21pm.

Contact Officer: Rachel Greenwood, Senior Project Officer (Clerk)
Telephone: 020 7983 4285
Email: Rachel.Greenwood@london.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 4
Skills for Londoners Board
Date of meeting:

10 April 2019

Title of report:

Actions Arising from previous meetings

To be presented by:

Rachel Greenwood, Senior Project Officer, Skills &
Employment

Cleared by:

Michelle Cuomo Boorer, Assistant Director – Skills &
Employment

Classification

Public

1

Executive Summary

1.1

This report updates the Skills for Londoners Board on actions arising from the
previous meeting of the Board.

2

Recommendation

2.1

The Skills for Londoners (SfL) Board is asked to note the update on actions
arising from the previous meeting.

3

Actions arising from the meeting of 21 September 2018

Agenda Item

Action

Status

3. Skills for Londoners
governance update

That the co-Chairs of the
SfL Board confirm
membership and chairing
arrangements of the
Mayor’s Constructions
Skills Advisory Group and
the SfL Outcomes
Commissioning Advisory
Group outside of the
meeting.

An update on both
groups is available at
Agenda Item 5.

6. Adult Education Budget
(AEB) implementation
update

That a lobbying strategy
would be brought to the
Board setting out where
members could provide
lobbying support on
particular issues.

An oral update will be
provided at the AEB
Update at Agenda Item 7.
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4

Next Steps

4.1

Outlined elsewhere within this report.

Appendices:
•

None.
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Agenda Item 5
Skills for Londoners Board
Date of meeting:

10 April 2019

Title of report:

Skills for Londoners Board Governance and
Subordinate Bodies

To be presented by:

Rachel Greenwood, Senior Project Officer, Skills &
Employment

Cleared by:

Michelle Cuomo Boorer, Assistant Director – Skills &
Employment

Classification

Public

1

Executive Summary

1.1

This report provides an update on the work of the subordinate bodies that
support the Skills for Londoners (SfL) Board, and seeks endorsement to
establish three new subordinate bodies; namely the Skills and Employment
Vision Steering Group, the SfL Higher Level Skills Advisory Group, and the
Careers for Londoners Steering Group.

1.2

It also provides an outline of Skills Advisory Panels (SAPs), noting that the
Board’s constitution will be updated to reflect its role as the SAP for London.

2

Recommendation

2.1

The Skills for Londoners (SfL) Board is asked to:
2.1.1 Note that the SfL Board constitution will be revised to take into account
its role as the Skills Advisory Panel for London, as set out at
Appendix A;
2.1.2 Agree the revised terms of reference, including the name change, for
the SfL Construction Sub-Group (formerly the Mayor’s Construction
Skills Advisory Group) as set out at Appendix B;
2.1.3 Agree to formally establish the Skills and Employment Vision Steering
Group; the SfL Higher Level Skills Advisory Group; and the Careers for
Londoners Steering Group as subordinate bodies of the SfL Board, and
approve the respective terms of reference, as set out at
Appendices C, D and E;
2.1.4 Agree to delegate authority to the co-Chairs of the Skills for Londoners
Board to confirm membership and chairing arrangements of the SfL
Higher Level Skills Advisory Group and the Careers for Londoners
Steering Group;
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2.1.5 Note that members are invited to express an interest in joining the SfL
Construction Sub-Group, the Higher-Level Skills Advisory Group and
the Careers for Londoners Advisory Group;
2.1.6 Note the update on the work of the Skills for Londoners (SfL) Outcomes
Advisory Group; and
2.1.7 Note the update on the SfL Business Partnership.
3

Introduction & background

3.1

The SfL Board was formally established by the Mayor in July 2018 under
Mayoral Decision (MD) 2328 1. The Board considers and makes
recommendations to the Mayor in relation to the Skills for Londoners Strategy,
the AEB, and other skills and employment priorities, programmes and
projects.

3.2

This report sets out the revised constitution for the SfL Board, which has been
updated to reflect the Board’s role as the SAP for London. Further detail on
the role of SAPs can be found in section 4.

3.3

This report also provides an update on the existing subordinate bodies which
assist the Board in meeting its objectives, and seeks approval to establish
three new subordinate bodies. It also provides an update on the SfL Business
Partnership, which sits alongside the SfL Board.

4

Issues for Consideration
Skills Advisory Panels

4.1

Skills Advisory Panels (SAPs) are a government initiative that aim to bring
together local employers and skills providers to pool knowledge on skills and
labour market needs, and to work together to understand and address key
local challenges.

4.2

The SfL Board will take on the SAP responsibilities for London and the
Board’s constitution (attached at Appendix A) has been updated to reflect
this additional responsibility.

4.3

Each SAP area will receive £75,000 to help analyse local skills needs and
priorities. The GLA will use this funding to recruit a specialist analyst to
support the work of the Board to develop an evidence base for the people
strand of London’s Local Industrial Strategy submission and the Mayor’s Skills
and Employment Vision for London. The post will also provide ongoing
analytical support to determine London’s skills and employment needs and
inform the development of skills and employment policy and programmes in
London.

4.4

A guidance document on the role and governance of SAPs is available here. 2

1 Available at: https://www.london.gov.uk/decisions/md2328-governance-arrangements-statutoryfunctions-relating-aeb
2 Available at:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/762
629/Skills_Advisory_Panels-Guidance_on_the_Role_and_Governance.pdf
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Existing Subordinate Bodies
4.5

At its meeting in September 2018, the SfL Board agreed to establish two
subordinate bodies: the Outcomes for Londoners Advisory Group and the
Mayors Construction Skills Advisory Group.
Outcomes for Londoners Advisory Group

4.6

The Outcomes Advisory Group met for the first time in November 2018. The
Group endorsed the proposed approach to development of an
outcomes-based commissioning model for the Adult Education Budget (AEB);
received an update on responses relevant to outcomes made during the SfL
framework consultation; and took part in a workshop which considered
potential outcome areas and how these might be prioritised.

4.7

Following the meeting, the Group provided feedback on a specification for a
research/consultancy partner to support the development of robust
outcome/impact definitions and measures which will be used to determine the
success of provision delivered through the AEB.

4.8

In February 2019, the Learning and Work Institute (L&WI) were appointed to
carry out this work and have since held a series of workshops and interviews
with London’s political leaders, AEB providers and wider stakeholders. A
prioritised list of potential outcome or impact measures for the AEB (and an
assessment of their suitability) will be brought to the next SfL Board meeting in
June 2019, ahead of pilot activity planned for autumn term 2019.
Mayor’s Construction Skills Advisory Group

4.9

Since the last SfL Board meeting, the main area of activity for the Mayor’s
Construction Academy (MCA) Programme has been to enter into grant
agreements with MCA Hub lead providers, and to agree payment and output
profiles. Additionally, officers have been assessing bids received through the
SfL Capital Fund in relation to MCA focused investments for which £7.2m has
been ring-fenced from the main fund. The recommendations for organisations
that will receive MCA capital grant funding was presented to members of the
LEAP in March.

4.10

The MCA programme has been the primary focus of the Mayor’s Construction
Skills Advisory Group’s work to date, however it is now proposed that the
group’s remit is widened to include the construction careers campaign, the roll
out of the MCA capital investments, and any future expansion of the MCA
Hubs remit. As such, the terms of reference for the Group have been revised
to reflect this widened remit. This includes a change to the name of the Group
to the Skills for Londoners Construction Sub-Group.

4.11

The revised terms of reference are attached at Appendix B for endorsement
and a meeting of the group is being scheduled to take place in early May.
Proposed Subordinate Bodies

4.12

In addition to the two existing subordinate bodies, it is proposed that three
further subordinate bodies be established to support the Board in its work:
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SfL Higher Level Skills Advisory Group
4.13

The SfL Higher Level Skills Advisory Group will steer and support the
development of City Hall’s approach to promoting higher level skills (Levels 47, non-degree) provision and qualifications, including apprenticeships and
Advanced Learner Loan funded qualifications. Proposed terms of reference
are attached at Appendix C and a proposed membership of the Group will be
tabled at the meeting for approval.
Careers for Londoners Steering Group

4.14

It is proposed that this group is established to oversee the actions identified
within the Careers for Londoners action plan, which the Mayor published in
November 2018. An overarching programme plan is being drafted and will be
shared with the Group at its first meeting. Draft terms of reference for the
group are attached at Appendix D and it is proposed that authority is
delegated to the co-Chairs to agree the membership outside of the formal
meeting cycle.
Skills and Employment Vision Steering Group

4.15

A Skills for Londoners Visioning session took place on Tuesday 5 March and
provided an opportunity for members of the SfL Board and SfL Business
Partnership to build relations and begin the conversation for creating a vision
for skills and employment in London. It is proposed that a steering group is
established to take forward this work over the coming months, made up of
members from both the SfL Board and Business Partnership. Although the
group will sit formally as a subordinate body of the SfL Board, it will feed in
and report back to both the SfL Board and Business Partnership. Draft terms
of reference for the Steering Group and proposed membership drawn from
expressions of interest received following the visioning session are attached at
Appendix E.
SfL Board membership on its subordinate bodies

4.16

In line with the SfL Board constitution, a member of the SfL Board must sit on
each subordinate body. Board member representation is currently required on
the SfL Construction Sub-Group, the Higher-Level Skills Advisory Group and
the Careers for Londoners Advisory Group and Members are therefore invited
to express an interest in joining any of these groups.
Skills for Londoners Business Partnership

4.17

Since the last Board meeting, recruitment of the SfL Business Partnership
members has been completed and the Partnership met for the first time on
25 February 2019 for an introductory session. Further information about the
Partnership, including its membership, is available on the GLA website. 3

4.18

At its first meeting, the Business Partnership agreed to establish an
Apprenticeships Advisory Group as a subordinate body. This group will advise

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/skills-and-employment/skills-londoners/governance-anddecision-making/skills-londoners-business-partnership
3
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the Mayor on the development and delivery of the Mayor’s apprenticeships
objectives and will meet for the first time on 30 April 2019.
5

Equality Comments

5.1

In carrying out any functions in respect of his skills and employment
programmes, the Mayor will comply with the public sector equality duty under
section 149 of the Equality Act 2010.

5.2

Section 149(1) of the Equality Act 2010 provides that, in the exercise of their
functions, public authorities – of whom the Mayor is one – must have due
regard to the need to:
•

eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other
conduct that is prohibited by or under the Equality Act 2010;

•

advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it; and

•

foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.

5.3

Relevant protected characteristics are age, disability, gender re-assignment,
pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.

6

Risks arising / mitigation

6.1

Not applicable.

7

Financial Comments of the Executive Director Resources

7.1

There are no direct financial implications to the GLA arising from the
considerations set out in this report.

8

Next Steps

8.1

The next steps following consideration by the SfL Board are as follows:

Activity
SfL Visioning Steering Group – first meeting

Timeline
May 2019

SfL Construction Sub-Group – first meeting

May 2019

SfL Higher Level Skills Advisory Group – first meeting

May/June 2019

Careers for Londoners Steering Group – first meeting

June/July 2019

Appendices:
•

Appendix A – Revised constitution for the SfL Board

•

Appendix B – Revised terms of reference for the SfL Construction Sub-Group

•

Appendix C – Terms of reference for the Higher-Level Skills Advisory Group
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•

Appendix D – Terms of reference for the Careers for Londoners Steering Group

•

Appendix E – Terms of reference and membership for the Skills & Employment
Vision Steering Group
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Agenda Item 5, Appendix A
Skills for Londoners Board Constitution
1

Purpose

1.1

The Skills for Londoners Board (‘the Board") is a non-incorporated
consultative and advisory body established by the Mayor under sections 30
and 34 of the Greater London Authority Act 1999.

1.2

The purpose of the Board is to advise on actions to support the Mayor’s Skills
for Londoners Strategy and his skills and employment programmes including,
but not limited to, the Adult Education Budget (AEB).

2

Authority

2.1

The Board is authorised to consider any activity within its terms of reference.

2.2

In conducting its business, the Board must consider any resource implications
and have regard to existing GLA processes and any guidance or legislation
issued by HM Government.

3

Terms of Reference

3.1

The Skills for Londoners Board will consider and make recommendations to
the Mayor in relation to:
a) actions and outcomes to support the Mayor’s Skills for Londoners Strategy;
b) the strategic priorities, outcomes and funding requirements for the Adult
Education Budget (AEB), including:
a. alignment to the Mayor’s Skills for Londoners Strategy;
b. the modelling of funding allocations for the AEB programme;
c. the AEB funding allocations to education and training providers;
d. any redistribution of allocated funding in the AEB programme; and
e. any key AEB programme risks identified.
c) any other skills and employment priorities, programmes or projects as
required (including their alignment and strategic fit with the AEB) and
proposed changes to improve the outcomes of London’s skills system.

3.2

The Board will consider skills priorities, provided by London’s sub-regional
skills and employment boards and based on a robust and up-to-date evidence
base, when providing its recommendations to the Mayor.

3.3

The Board will also act as the Skills Advisory Panel for London, working to
identify local skills priorities and recommending how these will be met through
local education and training provision, both in the immediate future and
looking ahead to the next decade. 1

Skills Advisory Panels (SAPs) are a 2017 manifesto commitment and a key initiative under
Government’s Industrial Strategy to address mismatches between skills supply and employer demand
more effectively. The aim of SAPs is to support new local partnerships comprising local employers,
1
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4

Membership

4.1

The Board comprises the following Members:
•

Deputy Mayor for Planning, Regeneration and Skills (Co-Chair);

•

London Councils Executive Member for Skills and Employment (Co-Chair);

•

4 members from the London boroughs as nominated by London Councils
and representing London’s sub-regional skills and employment boards;

•

5 members from provider representative bodies as nominated by:
o Association of Colleges
o HOLEX

o The Association of Employment and Learning Providers
o Employment Related Services Association
o Greater London Volunteering; and
•

5 employer/business representatives as nominated by:
o London First

o Federation of Small Businesses

o London Economic Action Partnership (LEAP) - London’s local
enterprise partnership
o Mayor’s Business Advisory Board

o Skills for Londoners Business Partnership
4.2

Appointments will be subject to Mayoral confirmation.

4.3

The Constitution is intended to provide a balance of members from London’s
boroughs, Further Education Colleges and Independent Training Providers as
well as London’s employers and business.

4.4

Whilst Membership is restricted to Board Members, the capacity is retained to
invite outside specialist input either on a standing basis or, where appropriate,
on a specific topic or initiative.

4.5

With the exception of the Deputy Mayor for Planning, Regeneration and Skills,
Members are subject to confirmation and appointment by the Mayor.

5

Lead Officer

5.1

The Lead Officer will be the GLA’s Executive Director of Development,
Enterprise & Environment.

6

Terms of appointment

6.1

When undertaking work in connection with the Board, Members are required
to agree and comply with the standards and processes relating to conduct as
detailed in letters of appointment and any relevant applicable provisions of the

skills providers and local government to pool knowledge on skills and labour market needs, and to
work together to understand and address key local challenges.
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GLA Group’s Corporate Governance Framework Agreement (as approved and
amended from time to time).
6.2

The terms of appointment will include the length of tenure and provisions in
relation to adhering to the seven principles of public life (‘the Nolan principles’)
and the potential disclosure and registration of interests where they are
affected by the work of the Board.

6.3

Where a nominating body advises the Board Secretary that a nominee is no
longer to act as a Board Member, that person’s membership ends with
immediate effect.

6.4

A Board Member may resign at any time by giving notice to the Board
Secretary, in writing, having immediate effect.

6.5

The Mayor, following consultation with the Co-Chairs, may terminate a
Member’s appointment to the Board before the expiry of his/her period of
appointment.

6.6

Without prejudice to 6.5 above, an appointment may be terminated by the
Mayor in consultation with the Co-Chairs if the nominee persistently fails to
attend meetings without reasonable justification.

7

Meetings and reporting procedures

7.1

Meetings shall usually be held quarterly or at such other intervals as the Board
may be required to consider and advise on matters within its terms of
reference. Meetings will usually be scheduled to consider pending decisions
due for submission to the AEB Mayoral Board or other relevant skills &
employment advisory bodies.

7.2

Recommendations to the Board shall be by way of a report to the relevant
meeting and will normally be issued to Members a minimum of five clear
working days before the meeting.

7.3

The Board’s Secretary, or a person nominated by the Secretary, will attend to
provide secretarial and logistical support, take the minutes of the meeting and
provide advice on governance and procedural matters.

8

Quorum and decision-making

8.1

Meetings of the Board will be quorate when half of its Members are present. A
Member who is obliged to withdraw due to a conflict of interest shall not be
counted towards the quorum.

8.2

It is envisaged that Board decisions shall be made by consensus. In the event
of a consensus not being reached, the matter will be presented to the Mayor
through the most appropriate channel. For the AEB, this will be the AEB
Mayoral Board.

9

Subordinate bodies

9.1

The Board may establish or dissolve a subordinate body which assists in
meeting its objectives. Any such subordinate body set up by the Board shall
include one or more Board Members, as nominated by the Board. Any such
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group may also co-opt onto it any independent person with the relevant
expertise on the issues within the remit of the body.
9.2

The Chair of a subordinate body will be agreed by and may be drawn from the
Membership of the Board or an independent person co-opted to the
subordinate body.

9.3

The Co-Chairs of the Board have the right to attend any subordinate body
meeting. Other Board Members, who are not Members of the subordinate
body, may at the invitation or with the consent of the Chair of the subordinate
body, attend a subordinate body meeting.

9.4

The remit and terms of reference for any such subordinate body shall be
approved by the Board.

9.5

Unless otherwise directed by the Board, and set out within the terms of
reference of the body concerned, the quorum for a subordinate body shall be
any three members of the subordinate body.

9.6

All such co-opted persons appointed as members of such subordinate body
are expected to comply with the body’s terms of reference and any code of
conduct for Members of the Board in the same way as if they were Board
Members.

9.7

The agenda and reports for any subordinate body will be published and
circulated five clear working days in advance of the meeting. The minutes of
the meeting shall be published and circulated in draft within 10 clear working
days of the meeting. Minutes shall be submitted for approval as to their
accuracy to the next meeting.

10

Openness and transparency

10.1

The Mayor of London is committed to openness and transparency in his
administration and will make sure the work of the Skills for Londoners Board is
in line with Mayoral policy and stakeholder expectations wherever possible.

10.2

Reflecting the democratic mandate of borough Leaders, where those Leaders
oppose a final Mayoral decision relating to the AEB, there will be a public
record of this, with the Mayor giving the rationale behind his decision. Where
one or more borough Leader has opposed the final decision, this will also be
on public record.

10.3

Agendas and reports for the Board will be published on the GLA’s website at
least five clear working days before the meeting to which they relate.

10.4

All reports will be released with the agenda except in those cases where
officers reasonably consider that information may be exempt from disclosure
under an applicable exemption under the Freedom of Information Act 2000
(FOIA). These reports will be classed as ‘reserved from publication’.

10.5

The main exemptions that are likely to make information reserved relate to the
following (although others may be applicable under the FOIA):
•

commercial sensitivity

•

information provided in confidence

•

personal data
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•

legal professional privilege

•

information intended for publication at a future date

10.6

Skills for Londoners Board meetings will not be held in public, reflecting the
accountability arrangements Parliament has put in place for the GLA, in that
the Mayor is answerable to the London Assembly through Mayor’s Question
Time only after he has taken decisions.

10.7

Summary minutes of the meetings of the Board will be posted on the GLA’s
website within two weeks of the meeting to which they relate, with a final
version published within ten clear working days of approval, which would
normally take place at the following meeting.

11

Amendments to this Constitution

11.1

The Constitution will be reviewed at the first meeting of the Board, when the
AEB enters the delivery phase and annually thereafter.

11.2

The Mayor retains the right to amend this Constitution at any time following
consultation with the Board or, if urgent, in consultation with the Co-Chairs.
Any changes will be reported at the next meeting of the Board.
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Agenda Item 5, Appendix B
Terms of Reference for the Skills for Londoners Construction Sub-Group
1

Purpose

1.1

The Skills for Londoners Construction Sub-Group (formerly the Mayor’s
Construction Skills Advisory Group) will be a subordinate body of the Skills for
Londoners Board and will steer and support the delivery of the Mayor’s
manifesto to create a Construction Academy scheme with the housebuilding
industry, to close the gap between the Mayor’s ambitious housing targets and
the need for more skilled construction workers in London.

2

Authority

2.1

The Sub-Group is authorised to consider any activity within its terms of
reference.

2.2

In conducting its business, the Sub-Group must consider any resource
implications and have regard to existing GLA processes and any guidance or
legislation issued by HM Government.

3

Terms of Reference

3.1

The Sub-Group will:
•

Support, review and oversee progress with the delivery of the Mayor’s
Construction Academy (MCA);

•

Make strategic and policy recommendations pertaining to MCA to the Skills
for Londoners Board and Homes for Londoners Board1 on an agreed
frequency; and

•

Take forward recommendations made by the Skills for Londoners Board
and Homes for Londoners Board in relation to construction skills.

4

Membership

4.1

The Sub-Group will comprise representatives from construction employers
and industry stakeholders. A member of the SfL Board will also sit on the
sub-Group.

4.2

Appointments and chairing arrangements will be subject to confirmation by
the co-Chairs of the SfL Board.

4.3

In consultation with the co-Chairs of the SfL Board, the Chair of the
Sub-Group has the power to co-opt people with relevant expertise or
experience, including non-Members of the SfL Board.

4.4

Members of such subordinate body are expected to comply with the body’s
terms of reference and any code of conduct for Members of the SfL Board in
the same way as if they were Board Members.

The Mayor’s Homes for Londoners Board, brings together expertise from the Greater London
Authority (GLA), London Councils, Transport for London, London’s largest housing associations and
London's property sector. The Board’s objective is to achieve a genuine step-change in the approach
to, and delivery of, housing in London.
1
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5

Meetings and reporting procedures

5.1

Meetings shall be held quarterly or at such other intervals as may be required
to consider and advise on matters within its terms of reference. The Chair (or
co-Chairs) of the Sub-Group may decide to cancel meetings or call additional
meetings as required.

5.2

The SfL Board Secretary, or a person nominated by the Secretary, will attend
to provide secretarial and logistical support, take the minutes of the meeting
and provide advice on governance and procedural matters.

5.3

Recommendations to the Group shall be by way of a report to the relevant
meeting.

6

Openness and transparency

6.1

The Mayor of London is committed to openness and transparency in his
administration and will make sure the work of the SfL Board and its
subordinate bodies is in line with Mayoral policy and stakeholder expectations
wherever possible.

6.2

Agendas and reports for the Sub-Group will be published on the GLA’s
website at least five clear working days before the meeting to which they
relate.

6.3

All reports will be released with the agenda except in those cases where
officers reasonably consider that information may be exempt from disclosure
under an applicable exemption under the Freedom of Information Act 2000
(FOIA). These reports will be classed as ‘reserved from publication’.

6.4

The main exemptions that are likely to make information reserved relate to the
following (although others may be applicable under the FOIA):
•

commercial sensitivity

•

information provided in confidence

•

personal data

•

legal professional privilege

•

information intended for publication at a future date

6.5

Sub-Group meetings will not be held in public, reflecting the accountability
arrangements Parliament has put in place for the GLA, in that the Mayor is
answerable to the London Assembly through Mayor’s Question Time only
after he has taken decisions.

6.6

Summary minutes of the meetings of the Sub-Group will be posted on the
GLA’s website within two weeks of the meeting to which they relate, with a
final version published within ten clear working days of approval, which would
normally take place at the following meeting.

7

Amendments

7.1

These terms of reference may be altered and amended from time to time by
decision of the SfL Board.
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Agenda Item 5, Appendix C
Terms of Reference for the Skills for Londoners Higher Level Skills Advisory
Group
1

Purpose

1.1

The Skills for Londoners (SfL) Higher Level Skills Advisory Group will be a
subordinate body of the SfL Board and will steer and support the development
of City Hall’s approach to promoting higher level skills (Levels 4-7, nondegree) provision and qualifications, including apprenticeships and Advanced
Learner Loan funded qualifications.

2

Authority

2.1

The Group is authorised to consider any activity within its terms of reference.

2.2

In conducting its business, the Group must consider any resource implications
and have regard to existing GLA processes and any guidance or legislation
issued by HM Government.

3

Terms of Reference

3.1

The Advisory Group will:
•

Consider and make recommendations to the Mayor, via the Skills for
Londoners Board, on the promotion of higher level skills provision. This will
include learners in low-paid occupations, in line with the Skills for
Londoners, Economic Development, Equality, Diversity and Inclusion and
Local Industrial Strategies.

•

Provide expert advice on GLA commissioned research to establish a
stronger evidence-base on current Level 4+ provision. This will include
non-accredited higher levels skills and its value for Londoners and
potential for future growth; and

•

Provide expert advice on influencing national reviews, strategy and policy,
including areas of further skills devolution to strengthen the provision of
Level 4+ skills in London.

4

Membership

4.1

The Group will include a member of the SfL Board with the rest of its
membership principally being drawn from provider and employer groups
including representatives from further and higher education institutions and
membership bodies, independent and third sector learning providers,
business, employer and learner representation.

4.2

Appointments will be subject to confirmation by the co-Chairs of the SfL
Board.

4.3

In consultation with the co-Chairs of the SfL Board, the Chair of the Advisory
Group has the power to co-opt people with relevant expertise or experience,
including non-Members of the SfL Board.
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4.4

Members of the subordinate body are expected to comply with the body’s
terms of reference and any code of conduct for Members of the SfL Board in
the same way as if they were Board Members.

5

Meetings and reporting procedures

5.1

Meetings shall be held quarterly or at such other intervals as may be required
to consider and advise on matters within the group’s terms of reference. The
Chair (or co-Chairs) of the Group may decide to cancel meetings or call
additional meetings as required.

5.2

The SfL Board Secretary, or a person nominated by the Secretary, will attend
to provide secretarial and logistical support, take the minutes of the meeting
and provide advice on governance and procedural matters.

5.3

Recommendations to the Group shall be by way of a report to the relevant
meeting.

6

Openness and transparency

6.1

The Mayor of London is committed to openness and transparency in his
administration and will make sure the work of the SfL Board and its
subordinate bodies is in line with Mayoral policy and stakeholder expectations
wherever possible.

6.2

Agendas and reports for the Group will be published on the GLA’s website at
least five clear working days before the meeting to which they relate.

6.3

All reports will be released with the agenda except in those cases where
officers reasonably consider that information may be exempt from disclosure
under an applicable exemption under the Freedom of Information Act 2000
(FOIA). These reports will be classed as ‘reserved from publication’.

6.4

The main exemptions that are likely to make information reserved relate to the
following (although others may be applicable under the FOIA):
•

commercial sensitivity

•

information provided in confidence

•

personal data

•

legal professional privilege

•

information intended for publication at a future date

6.5

Advisory Group meetings will not be held in public, reflecting the accountability
arrangements Parliament has put in place for the GLA, in that the Mayor is
answerable to the London Assembly through Mayor’s Question Time only after
he has taken decisions.

6.6

Summary minutes of the meetings of the Group will be posted on the GLA’s
website within two weeks of the meeting to which they relate, with a final
version published within ten clear working days of approval, which would
normally take place at the following meeting.
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7

Amendments

7.1

These terms of reference may be altered and amended from time to time by
decision of the SfL Board.

SfL Higher Level Skills Advisory Group – Outline Workplan 2019/20
Meeting Date
Spring 2019

Main issues for discussion
• Terms of Reference
• Review GLA specifications for research on higher
level skills
• Outline ESF in work and higher level digital skills
programmes.

November 2019

•
•

March 2020

•
•

Discuss interim findings from research and ESF
programmes
Advise on GLA’s strategic approach to
strengthening higher level provision in London
Discuss final research reports
Make recommendations on Mayoral promotion of
higher level provision in London
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Agenda Item 5, Appendix D
Terms of Reference for the Careers for Londoners Steering Group
1

Purpose

1.1

The Careers for Londoners Steering Group will be a subordinate body of the
Skills for Londoners Board. The group will steer and support the Mayor’s
vision for all Londoners to be able to access high quality, relevant,
properly-resourced careers support, equipping them with information, advice
and guidance that empowers them to be able to take informed decisions, and
make the most of the opportunities London has to offer.

2

Authority

2.1

The Steering Group is authorised to consider any activity within its terms of
reference.

2.2

In conducting its business, the Steering Group must consider any resource
implications and have regard to existing GLA processes and any guidance or
legislation issued by HM Government.

3

Terms of Reference

3.1

The Steering Group will:
•

Support, review and oversee the delivery of the Careers for Londoners
Action Plan;

•

Make strategic and policy recommendations pertaining to the Action Plan
to the Skills for Londoners Board on an agreed frequency; and

•

Take forward recommendations made by the Skills for Londoners Board
in relation to careers.

4

Membership

4.1

The Steering Group will comprise representatives from employers and
relevant industry stakeholders. A member of the SfL Board will also sit on the
Steering Group.

4.2

Appointments and chairing arrangements will be subject to confirmation by
the co-Chairs of the Skills for Londoners Board.

4.3

In consultation with the co-Chairs of the SfL Board, the Chair of the Steering
Group has the power to co-opt people with relevant expertise or experience,
including non-Members of the SfL Board.

4.4

Members of such subordinate body are expected to comply with the body’s
terms of reference and any code of conduct for Members of the SfL Board in
the same way as if they were Board Members.
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5

Meetings and reporting procedures

5.1

Meetings shall be held quarterly or at such other intervals as may be required
to consider and advise on matters within its terms of reference. The Chair (or
co-Chairs) of the Steering Group may decide to cancel meetings or call
additional meetings as required.

5.2

The SfL Board Secretary, or a person nominated by the Secretary, will attend
to provide secretarial and logistical support, take the minutes of the meeting
and provide advice on governance and procedural matters.

5.3

Recommendations to the Group shall be by way of a report to the relevant
meeting.

6

Openness and transparency

6.1

The Mayor of London is committed to openness and transparency in his
administration and will make sure the work of the Skills for Londoners Board
and its subordinate bodies is in line with Mayoral policy and stakeholder
expectations wherever possible.

6.2

Agendas and reports for the Steering Group will be published on the GLA’s
website at least five clear working days before the meeting to which they
relate.

6.3

All reports will be released with the agenda except in those cases where
officers reasonably consider that information may be exempt from disclosure
under an applicable exemption under the Freedom of Information Act 2000
(FOIA). These reports will be classed as ‘reserved from publication’.

6.4

The main exemptions that are likely to make information reserved relate to the
following (although others may be applicable under the FOIA):
•

commercial sensitivity

•

information provided in confidence

•

personal data

•

legal professional privilege

•

information intended for publication at a future date

6.5

Steering Group meetings will not be held in public, reflecting the accountability
arrangements Parliament has put in place for the GLA, in that the Mayor is
answerable to the London Assembly through Mayor’s Question Time only
after he has taken decisions.

6.6

Summary minutes of the meetings of the Steering Group will be posted on the
GLA’s website within two weeks of the meeting to which they relate, with a
final version published within ten clear working days of approval, which would
normally take place at the following meeting.

7

Amendments

7.1

These terms of reference may be altered and amended from time to time by
decision of the SfL Board.
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Agenda Item 5, Appendix E
Terms of Reference for the Skills and Employment Vision Steering Group
1

Purpose

1.1

The Skills and Employment Vision Steering Group (the Group) will be a
subordinate body of both the Skills for Londoners (SfL) Board, closely
supported by the SfL Business Partnership and will steer and support the
development of London government’s skills and employment vision.

2

Authority

2.1

The Group is authorised to consider any activity within its terms of reference.

2.2

In conducting its business, the Group must consider any resource implications
and have regard to existing GLA processes and any guidance or legislation
issued by HM Government.

3

Terms of Reference

3.1

The Group will:
•

Oversee the development of the skills and employment vision;

•

Review the skills and employment vision draft for onward recommendation
to the the SfL Board and SfL Business Partnership;

•

Provide input, ideas and advice on the development of the vision
document; and

•

Champion the skills and employment vision to stakeholders following its
publication in September 2019.

4

Membership

4.1

Membership of the Group will be drawn from the SfL Board and SfL Business
Partnership. Expressions of interest in joining the Group were taken at the
joint SfL Board and SfL Business Partnership visioning day.

4.2

In consultation with the chair and co-Chairs of the SfL Board, the Chair of the
Group has the power to co-opt people with relevant expertise or experience,
including non-Members of either the SfL Business Partnership or SfL Board.

4.3

Members of the subordinate body are expected to comply with the body’s
terms of reference and any code of conduct for Members of the SfL Business
Partnership and SfL Board in the same way as if they were Board Members.

5

Meetings and reporting procedures

5.1

There will be two meetings of the Group. The first meeting will be to review the
working draft of the skills and employment vision. The second meeting shall
be to review the final draft of the vision. The Chair (or co-Chairs) of the Group
may decide to cancel meetings or call additional meetings as required.
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5.2

The SfL Board Secretary, or a person nominated by the Secretary, will attend
to provide secretarial and logistical support, take the minutes of the meeting
and provide advice on governance and procedural matters.

5.3

Recommendations to the Group shall be by way of a report to the relevant
meeting.

6

Openness and transparency

6.1

The Mayor of London is committed to openness and transparency in his
administration and will make sure the work of the SfL Business Partnership
and the SfL Board and their subordinate bodies is in line with Mayoral policy
and stakeholder expectations wherever possible.

6.2

Agendas and reports for the Group will be published on the GLA’s website at
least five clear working days before the meeting to which they relate.

6.3

All reports will be released with the agenda except in those cases where
officers reasonably consider that information may be exempt from disclosure
under an applicable exemption under the Freedom of Information Act 2000
(FOIA). These reports will be classed as ‘reserved from publication’.

6.4

The main exemptions that are likely to make information reserved relate to the
following (although others may be applicable under the FOIA):
•
•
•
•
•

commercial sensitivity
information provided in confidence
personal data
legal professional privilege
information intended for publication at a future date

6.5

Group meetings will not be held in public, reflecting the accountability
arrangements Parliament has put in place for the GLA, in that the Mayor is
answerable to the London Assembly through Mayor’s Question Time only after
he has taken decisions.

6.6

Summary minutes of the meetings of the Group will be posted on the GLA’s
website within two weeks of the meeting to which they relate, with a final
version published within ten clear working days of approval, which would
normally take place at the following meeting.

7

Amendments

7.1

These terms of reference may be altered and amended from time to time by
decision of the SfL Board.

Proposed membership for the Skills and Employment Vision Steering Group
SfL Board:
Cllr Georgia Gould
Arinola Edeh
Nichola Hay
Gerry McDonald
Kym Denny

SfL Business Partnership
Anna Devlet
Sukhi Jutla
Rupa Grahame
Kirsi Kekki
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Agenda Item 7

Skills for Londoners Board
Date of meeting:

10 April 2019

Title of report:

Adult Education Budget financial management and
implementation update

To be presented by:

Michelle Cuomo Boorer, Assistant Director – Skills
and Employment

Cleared by:

Michelle Cuomo Boorer, Assistant Director – Skills
and Employment

Classification

Public

1

Executive Summary

1.1

This report updates the Skills for Londoners (SfL) Board on Adult Education
budget (AEB) programme implementation and sets out the overall allocation of
the £306,444,875 for the 2019/20 Academic Year, including:

1.2

A.

Grant provider allocations – £262.9 million;

B.

Procured provider AEB allocations – £32.5 million;

C.

Mayor’s Economic Fairness Fund (working title) – up to £6.4 million (a
new fund allowing grant-funded providers to request growth funding);
and

D.

Management & Administration – £4.6m.

In terms of key deliverables and milestones, AEB implementation remains on
track for 1 August 2019; key activities and achievements since the previous
meeting include:
Milestone
Final delegation of functions letter
and MoU signed
Grant determination letter received
from DfE
Mayor’s 2019-23 programme (ESF)
procurement deadline
AEB scoring and moderation

1.3

Date completed
31 January 2019
31 January 2019
1 March 2019
6 March 2019

With regards to expenditure against the 2019/20 c.£950k AEB implementation
budget, additional activities relating to staffing costs and systems
development, the programme is currently projected to overspend of up to
£600k. This has altered the overall programme RAG rating (see Appendix A)
which has moved from Green to Amber. GLA Finance are helping to identify
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underspend from other budgets with the expectation that this additional
resource will be provided to keep the programme on track.
2

Recommendations

2.1

The Skills for Londoners Board is asked to note the Adult Education Budget
(AEB) financial management and implementation update.

3

Introduction & background

3.1

This standing report updates the SfL Board on AEB programme
implementation. It is updated and presented to each SfL Board as well as the
AEB Mayoral Board and AEB Programme Board.

4

Issues for Consideration
AEB planning and reporting

4.1

AEB implementation is on track with key deliverables. The delegation of
functions letter and Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the
Department for Education (DfE) were agreed and signed by the Mayor in
January 2019. London’s AEB allocation of £306,444,875 for academic year
2019/20 was confirmed by way of a grant determination letter in January 2019.
Discussion about audit arrangements is ongoing with any agreements reached
in principle due to be presented to the AEB Mayoral Board meeting scheduled
for 11 July 2019. The latest programme dashboard is attached at Appendix A
for a summary of the most recent AEB implementation updates.

4.2

In addition to the circa. £306m, the Government will retain £4,831,402 (1%) for
the continuation of learners accessing learning over two academic years. In
future years London will receive the full 23.79% of the national budget
(equating to £311,276,277 for 2019/20).

4.3

In February 2019, the AEB risk was updated on the GLA’s Corporate risk
register. The highlighted risks are regarding systems development, audit,
scoring of bids and due diligence. The risk around delays in reaching an
agreement with DfE was removed as the legal transfer of functions has now
been completed.

4.4

The delegation of AEB functions from Government has been identified on the
GLA Internal Audit Plan as an area to be audited in FY2019/20. The
Programmes and Governance team in the Skills and Employment Unit will be
working with the MOPAC’s internal auditing team to prepare for this.
AEB Assurance Framework

4.5

The GLA committed to producing an AEB Assurance Framework that will set
out processes and systems to manage delegated functions and funding
relating to the AEB effectively. Publication of the Framework is expected to be
postponed until July 2019 in order to include information around audit and
intervention, which is due to be approved by the Mayor in July 2019, and also
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to ensure it aligns with the ‘London guidance’ 1; due to be issued by the
Department for Education (DfE) in the near future.
Grant Allocations
4.6

The GLA’s approach to allocating and managing AEB grants was approved by
MD2423 2 in February 2019. As set out in MD2423, the GLA used the 2017/18
actual AEB delivery data published by the ESFA to determine the value of
grants to allocate to providers delivering adult education services to London
residents in 2019/20. All grant-funded providers that delivered £100,000 or
more to London learners in 2017/18 will receive the value of that delivery in
2019/20 with transitional funding applied to London-based 3 providers at risk of
losing funding based on their equivalent 2018/19 London allocation. 4
Following MD approval, indicative allocations were sent to eligible AEB grantfunded providers delivering education and training to London residents for the
2019-20 academic year. Final allocations will be confirmed in April 2019
before delivery commences on 1 August 2019.

4.7

All providers were given until 28 February 2019 to make an exceptional case
to the GLA for why their grant allocation should be adjusted because of
significant errors in their data or other extenuating circumstances.

4.8

Additionally, grant-funded providers that delivered less than £100,000 of AEB
provision to London learners in 2017/18 were given the opportunity to submit a
business case for funding from the GLA if they could demonstrate that their
provision was niche or targeted at disadvantaged groups.

4.9

A list of organisations being awarded an AEB grant allocation will be tabled at
the meeting. This will be subject to formal approval by the Mayor following the
AEB Mayoral Board meeting on 10 April 2019.
Procured AEB Allocations

4.10

4.11

The AEB Procurement process was launched by Transport for London (TfL) in
October 2018 and closed on 21 December 2018. In total, the GLA received
202 bids from a broad range of applicants for the total amount of £811m,
including Independent Training Providers, Voluntary Sector organisations,
FE Colleges and local authorities, across two Lots aligned to the following two
overarching ESF Investment Priorities:
A.

Investment Priority 1 (IP1) supports unemployed and economically
inactive people to access employment, and young people who are not
in Education, Employment or Training (NEET) to access learning; and

B.

Investment Priority 2 (IP2) supports people in work, particularly in low
pay or with low skills, to improve their skills for the local economy.

A list of organisations expected to receive an AEB contract for delivery in Lot 1
and Lot 2, the total value of which is £32.5m, will be tabled at the meeting.

1 The equivalent of the ‘statutory guidance’ for the seven Mayoral Combined Authorities receiving AEB
devolution at the same time.
2 This MD also built on MD2370 (AEB grant funded provision delivery arrangements), approved by the
Mayor in October 2018.
3 Where a provider’s main campus sites are located within the London region.
4 This approach will only be applied in the 2019/20 as part of transitional arrangements to meet the
Mayor’s commitment to maintain funding stability for providers in the first year of AEB delegation.
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This will be subject to formal approval by the Mayor following the AEB Mayoral
Board meeting on 10 April 2019.
Provider Onboarding
4.12

The delivery team are currently leading on an onboarding process to cover all
funding streams (AEB grant, AEB procured and AEB-ESF). Onboarding will
include registration to GLA OPS and, where relevant, ESFA systems.
Regarding the current AEB procurement exercise, the ESFA have indicated
there would be six providers that need setting up on their systems and seven
that need updating. These volumes are at a level where ESFA do not expect
any issues in onboarding the providers.
Mayor’s Economic Fairness Fund (working title)

4.13

As well as allocating funding for grant-funded and procured AEB provision, the
Mayor will need to determine how the remainder of the GLA’s AEB is
allocated.

4.14 As approved under MD2370, the GLA will introduce growth requests for both
procured and grant-funded providers to increase their funding allocation.
Grant-funded providers will have the opportunity to request growth funding in
February 2020.
4.15 To fund growth requests, it is proposed that the Mayor creates an Economic
Fairness Growth Fund using up to £6.4m of unallocated funding from the
GLA’s overall AEB allocation. The AEB Mayoral Board will consider this
proposal at its meeting on 10 April 2019.
4.16 It is proposed that the Mayor’s Economic Fairness Fund rewards proposals
from AEB grant-funded providers where they meet the Mayor’s priorities as
follows:
•

Widening participation for learners with SEND to access provision
funded by the AEB: London’s Post-16 SEND review highlighted gaps in
provision, particularly for 19-25 year-olds and the need for greater learner
support to access provision and progress.

•

Additional AEB funding for young people aged 19-24 who may be
vulnerable to or at risk of being involved in serious youth violence:
Proposals should align to the goals of the Violence Reduction Unit, which
has been set up to divert people away from violence by making
interventions at an early age and providing young Londoners with better,
positive life opportunities.

•

Increasing ESOL provision: There is continuing demand for ESOL
courses in London, which targets individuals with low-level English
language and literacy skills, those in low-paid work, earning below the
London Living Wage and women, especially those with childcare
responsibilities.

•

Sectoral priorities: Particularly those likely to be impacted by Brexit:
o Construction

o Creative industries

o Health & Social Care
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o Hospitality & retail
•

Digital skills: This supports the need to increase participation to address
digital skills shortages up to intermediate levels in London’s labour market.
It should also address wider digital exclusion, ensuring Londoners have the
basic digital skills required for everyday life.

•

Support for those affected by job displacement/redundancies: The
impact on businesses following Brexit and a changing economic landscape
may require rapid responses from providers to address local
redundancies/changes in labour needs through local employability training
and re-skilling.

•

English and Maths: A good level of basic English and Maths is critical to
improving the life chances of many Londoners. Basic skills qualifications
are not only often a requisite for Londoners to secure and progress in
work, they are also associated with wider societal benefits including higher
levels of confidence and wellbeing.

4.17 Economic Fairness Funding will only be allocated where evidence of
grant-provider performance supports the request and demonstrates that the
provider will perform above their agreed grant allocation for 2019/20.
4.18 The proposed timetable for setting up the Fund is outlined in the table below:
Timetable for the Economic Fairness Fund
October 2019
Related guidance published to ensure early notice of the
process for the sector
December
Applications from grant-funded providers received,
2019
coinciding with performance data returns to enable GLA to
assess requests
February 2020 Requests assessed and considered by AEB Mayoral
Board
February 2020 Grant-funded providers notified of outcome of requests
and any adjustments made to allocations
May 2020
Opportunity for AEB procured providers to increase
contract value where performance demonstrates growth
Exceptional Learner Support
4.19 The GLA will also budget to allow providers to claim ELS where a learner’s
support costs are more than £19,000 in a funding year. Providers will be able
to claim ELS either at the beginning or during a learner’s programme.
Estimating the total value of these claims is difficult as the ESFA has not
published specific data on ELS.
Management & Administration
4.20

As HM Government has not provided an operational budget for the AEB,
approximately £4.6m will be allocated to ‘AEB Management & Administration’.
This will cover all other costs including staffing, provider audits, data and
contract management systems (OPS) and research & evaluation.

4.21

Approximately, £0.5m of these costs per year will be recouped back into the
AEB from the ESF Management & Administration funds.
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4.22

Officers are developing plans for the evaluation of London’s AEB. It is
envisaged that the initial evaluation will focus on the process and
implementation of the delegated AEB functions and funding, with ongoing
evaluation considering both process and results / impact. The findings and
insights from evaluation will inform iterations to the AEB programme to ensure
it meets London’s learners’ needs.
Systems

4.23

Proposals to fund expenditure of up to £650,000 from the AEB implementation
budget and GLA reserves to pay for a programme of GLA Open Project
System (OPS)5 discovery and development designed to support delivery of
the AEB programme are being presented to the AEB Mayoral Board on
10 April 2019.

4.24

The GLA has identified the need for two types of systems:

4.25

A.

A grant and contract management system to launch funding
application programmes, receive and manage applications, register
successful grant or contract providers, process payments and provide
the wider delivery management functions needed; and

B.

A management information system to collect, store, process and
analyse large volumes of complex data relating to AEB programme
delivery.

Use of GLA OPS to manage these elements of the programme will deliver
efficiency through reconfiguring the existing infrastructure rather than building
an entirely new system. A number of existing features will come at no
additional charge. It will also have the benefit of streamlining processes and
implementing common standards across GLA projects, embedding best
practice, supporting fraud prevention, driving efficiencies, and capturing
provider information in a single corporate database.
Audit

4.26

The current ESFA offer for a joint approach to audit does not fully meet
requirements as determined by GLA auditors. Further discussions with ESFA
to finalise the approach to audit are ongoing and include exploring
opportunities to procure additional audit services for our AEB Procured
Programme and AEB-ESF Programme. An in-principle agreement was
expected to be in place by the end of March 2019 however discussions are
still taking place. Agreements reached in principle will be presented to the
July 2019 AEB Mayoral Board for formal approval. The GLA will produce
guidance for AEB delivery partners aligned with the agreed approach and will
work with ESFA and other MCAs, where appropriate, to agree a Joint Audit
Code of Practice.
Outcomes and Destinations

4.27

5

An update on the Outcomes for Londoners Advisory Group can be found at
Agenda Item 5.

The GLA’s online system for contract/grant and project management across the organisation.
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Performance Management (Quality) - Ofsted
4.28

Following the meeting between the Mayor and Ofsted’s Chief Inspector in
September 2018, it was decided that the GLA would continue to use Ofsted to
inspect the quality of a provider’s delivery to London learners. It was expected
that the GLA would need to fund these inspections from the AEB allocation. In
March 2019 DfE agreed to fund the Ofsted inspection of providers that have
been procured and contracted for AEB provision by the GLA, unless there is a
very high number of new providers across the devolved areas. GLA officers
will work with DfE and Ofsted colleagues to determine the threshold at which
DfE will not pay.
Communications

4.29

The communications plan was completed at the end of March 2019. Priorities
for the plan include creating a web presence on the London.gov.uk domain,
ensuring mailing lists are GDPR compliant and developing a forward plan for
media engagement.

5

Equality Comments

5.1

In carrying out any functions in respect of the AEB, the Mayor will comply with
the public sector equality duty under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010.

5.2

Section 149(1) of the Equality Act 2010 provides that, in the exercise of their
functions, public authorities – of whom the Mayor is one – must have due
regard to the need to:
•

eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other
conduct that is prohibited by or under the Equality Act 2010;

•

advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it; and

•

foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.

5.3

Relevant protected characteristics are age, disability, gender re-assignment,
pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation.

6

Risks arising / mitigation

6.1

Key risks to the programme are highlighted in the dashboard at Appendix A.

6.2

The overall AEB programme remains a key risk for the GLA and was reported
as part of the six-monthly corporate risk register reporting cycle in
February 2019.

7

Financial Comments of the Executive Director Resources
2019-20 AEB Allocation

7.1

The grant determination letter from the Department of Education confirmed
London’s AEB allocation for the 2019-20 academic year as £306,444,875. The
transfer of funds for the academic year will span two financial-years as follows:
•

2019-20 - £191,987,714
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•

2020-21 - £114,457,161

7.2

All associated AEB expenditure for the 2019-20 academic year as detailed
within this report will be funded from the confirmed 2019-20 allocation from
Government and will go through the GLA’s decision-making process. This will
include the indicative grant allocations, the exceptional cases, the procured
element of the programme, growth proposals and Management and
Administrative costs as detailed within the main body of this report.

7.3

As noted within the main body of this report London’s AEB allocation for
academic year 2019-20 amounts of £306m, which is £5m less than expected.
However, this is due to Government holding back this funding for continuation
of learners across academic years. From 2020/21 the GLA will be responsible
for this and therefore expect an additional £5m in the budget. Subsequently
the GLA have included this £5m in the budget plans for 2020-21 onwards,
thus making future annual AEB allocations to be approximately £311m.

7.4

In terms of the budget management arrangements for the AEB, the budget will
be accounted for within a separate cost centre within the Skills & Employment
Unit to facilitate the financial monitoring process. Any AEB expenditure that is
processed via SAP will go through the SAP approval process. It should be
noted, however, the majority of AEB expenditure will go through GLA OPS –
the grant management system – and as a result the approval process must
mirror those within SAP and / or the relevant delegations obtained in line with
the Authority’s scheme of delegation.
Implementation

7.5

For 2019-20 the implementation funding of circa £950,000 is not anticipated to
be sufficient to cover all implementation costs up to the end of July 2019
mainly due to rising system costs of GLA OPS – the Grant Management
System (estimated to be approximately £600,000). The unit will look to contain
these costs from within under-spends that transpire in-year from the wider
Directorate. There is also the option, given that GLA OPS is an intangible
asset on the GLA’s balance sheet, for costs to be reimbursed to the
Development Reserve over a 3-year period (in-line with the GLA’s
depreciation policy). The position will be monitored closely in line with the
Authority’s Budget Monitoring timetable and the appropriate remedial action
taken to ensure costs are containable with available GLA resources and the
required development work completed in time for the associated AEB
programmes to go live.

8

Next Steps

8.1

Next steps are outlined elsewhere within this report and a further update on
the progress of AEB implementation will be presented to the SfL Board in
June 2019.

Appendices:
•

Appendix A – AEB dashboard, March 2019
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Background documents
The following information is available on request:
•

Public agenda pack for 10 April 2019 AEB Mayoral Board meeting
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Agenda Item 7, Appendix A

Adult Education Budget: Implementation of new functions

Claire Sherer
Skills and Employment

Project description & approvals
In March 2018, the Mayor confirmed his intention to accept HM Government's offer to transfer the commissioning, delivery and management of London’s annual Adult Education Budget
(AEB) from 1 August 2019. This coincides with devolution of the AEB to 7 Mayoral Combined Authorities in England.
The principle purpose of the AEB is to engage adults and provide the skills and learning they need to equip them for work, an apprenticeship or further learning. It also enables more tailored
programmes of learning to be made available, which do not need to include a qualification, to help those furthest from learning or the workplace.
The project was formally approved by:

MD

The project runs from:
Project status:
Key deliverables:

number: 2255

Other decision refs, including approval of variations:

MD2366

01/03/2018

and is due to be completed by:

01/08/2019

Delivery

WBS code(s):

GE.0381.011

1
Meeting Government's 'readiness conditions' and receipt of functions through delegation letter/MoU from the Secretary of State for Education

2
3
4
5

Procuring approx. 10% of overall AEB allocation
Allocating AEB funding to procured and non-procured education and training providers in early 2019
Agreeing an audit approach for the programme, including how audit of providers will happen
(New) Developing the GLA's existing system (GLA OPS) to include 1) a grant and contract management system; and 2) a management information system

Key benefits:

1
2
3

The Mayor will be able to create a skills system that is tailored to addressing London’s specific needs
Ability to direct funding in line with Mayoral priorities and programmes, including drawing down some of the remaining European Social Fund (ESF)
In the longer term, the Mayor will be able to ensure funding is better targeted towards outcomes for Londoners

PROJECT DELIVERY INFORMATION
Q1

Q2

Ratings history:
(note monthly ratings are optional)

Currently

the project is rated: AMBER

because:

TIMESCALES: is milestone delivery on schedule?

G

ISSUES & RISKS: are they simple and manageable?
DELIVERABLES: are outputs/outcomes on track?
EXPENDITURE: is spend as budgeted?

A
G
A

G
M1

M2

M3

M4

M5

M6

G

G

Q3
G

M7

M8

M9

G

G

Q4
A

M10 M11 M12

Delegated powers and c.£306m have been confirmed. AEB bid-scoring for procured providers is complete with
resources in place to ensure all funding allocations are ready for 'go live' date on 1 August 2019. Evaluation of
bids for the ESF Programme has commenced. GLA OPS is on track for all business-critical functionality. The
position on audit and intervention should be finalised in July 2019 and published as part of an AEB Assurance
Framework. The amber rag rating is largely due to financial risks related to OPS system development.

PUBLIC UPDATE Progress since last update & summary of risks/issues and delivery
Meeting DfE readiness conditions: London’s AEB allocation of £306,444,875 for academic year 2019/20 was confirmed by way of a grant determination letter in January 2019. We expect
transfer of funding to take place by 30 April 2019. This is £5m less than expected however the letter states that for the first year of delivery, HM Government will hold this money for
continuation of learners across academic years. From 2020/21 the GLA will be responsible for this and therefore expect an additional £5m in the budget equating to c. £311m.
Procurement: We are on track to procure in time for 1 August 2019 'go live' date. As of 14 March 2019, all evaluation and moderation of AEB bids for procured providers has been completed.
The closing date of the tender for the European Social Fund (ESF) programme, which is being match funded by the AEB (the Mayor’s 2019-23 ESF Programme) was on 1 March 2019.
Evaluation of bids is being carried out jointly by GLA Skills & Employment and Education & Youth officers. Scoring and moderation of all bids is expected to be complete by 30 April 2019.
Grant allocations: The GLA’s approach to allocating and managing AEB grants was approved by MD2423 in February 2019. Following approval, indicative allocations have been sent to
eligible AEB grant-funded providers delivering education and training to London residents for the 2019-20 academic year. Final allocations will be confirmed in April 2019 (see Agenda Item 5,
Appendix B).
Audit: The current offer from the ESFA for a joint approach to audit does not fully meet our requirements as determined by GLA auditors. As a result, further discussions with ESFA to finalise
the approach to audit are ongoing and include exploring opportunities to procure additional audit services for our AEB Procured Programme and AEB-ESF Programme. An in-principle
agreement was expected to be in place by March 2019 however discussions are still taking place. Agreements reached in principle will be presented to the July Mayoral Board for formal
approval.
Data and Delivery Management Systems (previously know as 'Management Information System and Contract and Data Management System'): The Skills & Employment Unit
and GLA OPS team continue to work with KeyTree and are progressing with systems discovery and development on the two concurrent work streams (i) understanding the ILR database and
how data is exchanged and processed and (ii) progressing the Contract Management configuration of the OPS system. Work is progressing well with a number of areas progressing from
business process planning, through discovery and into development. The team are on track for providers to be able to register and receive payments by 1 August 2019.
Scope: This Dashboard will evolve as the GLA moves through this part of the implementation phase into provider funding allocations and contract/grant awards at which point the GLA can
consider relevant targets for delivery.
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TIMESCALES Milestones and activities from April 2018 to completion. Include more detail for this year.
Transfer of functions: Submission of 'self-assessment evidence checklist' to satisfy the SoS for Education that the Mayor is able to
Transfer of functions: Agree draft delegation of functions letter and Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with DfE
Transfer of functions: Agree and sign final delegation of functions letter and MoU
Transfer of funding: Agree and sign implementation funding MoU
Transfer of funding: Submit claim for implementation funding for period 1 April to 30 September 2018
Transfer of funding: Submit claim for implementation funding for period 1 October 2018 to 31 March 2019
Transfer of funding: Submit claim for implementation funding for period 1 April to 31 July 2019
Transfer of funding: Receipt of circa £306,444,875 AEB
Procurement: Prior Information Notice (PIN) published (AEB)
Procurement: Prior Information Notice (PIN) published (AEB ESF)
Procurement: Finalise project specifications and procurement documentation (for AEB)
Procurement: Finalise project specifications and procurement documentation (for AEB-ESF)
Procurement: AEB procurement launched
Procurement: AEB-ESF procurement launched
Procurement: Invitation to Tender (ITT) deadline (AEB)
Procurement: Invitation to Tender (ITT) deadline (AEB-ESF)
Procurement: AEB Scoring and moderation
Procurement: AEB-ESF Scoring and moderation
Funding allocations: AEB contract/grant awards for procured providers and grant recipients
Funding allocations: AEB-ESF contract/grant awards for procured providers and grant recipients
Funding allocations: Standstill period for procured provision, contracts/grant awards signed, provider inductions etc.
DELIVERY GOES LIVE
ISSUES: top issues the project is currently facing:

In short, what might be the impact on the project?

Key? By when?
Complete? Revised date
Yes
31/08/2018
Yes
Yes
30/11/2018
Yes
Yes
28/02/2019
Yes
Yes
08/10/2018
Yes
Yes
12/10/2018
Yes
Yes
12/04/2019
Yes
09/08/2019
Yes
30/04/2019
Yes
30/09/2018
Yes
Yes
30/09/2018
Yes
29/10/2018
Yes
30/09/2018
Yes
15/10/2018
Yes
30/09/2018
Yes
26/11/2018
Yes
10/12/2018
Yes
22/10/2018
Yes
10/12/2018
Yes
20/12/2018
Yes
31/12/2018
Yes
21/12/2018
Yes
28/01/2019
Yes
01/03/2019
Yes
28/02/2019
Yes
06/03/2019
Yes
28/02/2019
30/04/2019
Yes
30/04/2019
Yes
30/04/2019
31/05/2019
Yes
31/07/2019
Yes
08/01/2019

RAG What are we doing to resolve this?

Final costs for the development of Systems have recently
That the development of contract management and
been received from the OPS team. The Implementation
data systems is unable to continue due to lack of
funding provided by DfE of £1.9m and match funded by the resource.
GLA is not sufficient to cover projected costs incurred during
the whole implementation period 1 April 2018 to 31 July
2019.

A - Regular conversations with GLA Finance
- Monitoring of spends
- GLA Finance will seek to absorb funding from other revenue
across the GLA in order to ensure the AEB programme is
implemented successfully

The current offer from the ESFA for a joint approach to
audit, received in December 2018, does not fully meet our
requirements as determined by GLA auditors.

Delays mean that a detailed approach to audit was not
specified in the procurement documents. This could be
challenged by providers. A final decision on audit will
not be taken by the Mayor until the Mayoral Board in
July 2019.

A - Collaboration with the seven Mayoral Combined Authorities
(MCAs)receiving devolution to jointly negotiate favourable terms
- Regular communication with DfE/ESFA regarding audit process
and risk has been escalated
- Working with MOPAC to ensure service meets requirements

HM Government have confirmed that there will be no
ongoing administration funding for the delivery of AEB
meaning that these costs will need to be met from the
learner budget.

We are currently assessing costs associated with a
number of administrative functions including staffing,
due diligence, data and contract management systems
and audit to minimise impact on the learner budget.

A - Monitoring of spends with GLA Finance
- Negotiated an agreement with DfE that the GLA can keep
underspends

Mini Risk Register
What is the risk?

What actions are we taking to mitigate the risk?

That the business-critical elements of the AEB Data and Delivery
- Weekly meetings to keep track of development, expenditure and to
Management Systems functionality (within GLA OPS) are not ready for 1 reassess timelines
August 2019 'go live' date.
- Regular meetings with OPS development team to discuss finance and
development
- Prioritising minimum functionality i.e. ability for providers to register on
OPS and provider payments by 1 August 2019
- Increasing budget for implementation period significantly to double
resources (see Agenda Item 5, Appendix B).

Probability: 1=
low, 4 = high
2

Impact: 1 = low,
4 = high
3

RAG
A

The c.£956k implementation funding available for April 2019-July 2019
isn’t sufficient to cover necessary costs. The main expenditure will be on
systems and staffing which is projected to be over £1m for this period.
There is a risk that the GLA doesn't meet the projected overspend costs
from other budgets thus jeopardising the programme.

- GLA Finance have made assurances to seek funding from other GLA
budgets in year (FY2019/20)

4

2

A

That we do not agree a position on audit with DfE/ESFA which will
compromise the GLA's performance management approach.

- Continued dialogue with DfE/ESFA
- Working with MOPAC to develop an audit regime that fully meets
requirements
- Working with seven MCAs to develop a joint audit approach

1

3

A
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Agenda Item 8
Skills for Londoners Board
Date of meeting:

10 April 2019

Title of report:

Skills for Londoners Framework Consultation

To be presented by:

Michelle Cuomo Boorer, Assistant Director, Skills &
Employment

Cleared by:

Michelle Cuomo Boorer, Assistant Director, Skills &
Employment

Classification

Public (with Appendix A reserved from publication as it
contains information intended for publication at a later
date.)

1

Executive Summary

1.1

This report provides an overview of the arrangements for consulting on the
Skills for Londoners (Sfl) Framework 2020/21.

2

Recommendation

2.1

The Skills for Londoners Board is asked to:
2.1.1 Endorse the proposed approach and timescales for the Skills for
Londoners Framework consultation for Year 2 of AEB delivery; and
2.1.2 Endorse the draft consultation paper and questions set out at
Appendix A.

3

Issues for consideration

3.1

In November 2018, the Mayor published the final Skills for Londoners
Framework, which outlined how the Mayor will support the delivery of the
objectives of the Skills for Londoners Strategy. A substantial part of the
framework set out proposals for delegation of the AEB from the Department
for Education (DfE) from August 2019.

3.2

City Hall is now preparing for Year 2 of AEB delegation. This includes
considering a number of changes to be made to the AEB funding rules and
policy.

3.3

In support of this, the Mayor is now looking to (a) consult with the sector on
these proposed changes; and (b) gather further information on key challenges
to inform ongoing policy development on the issues raised in the Skills for
Londoners Framework.

3.4

It is proposed that a formal consultation (a call for written responses) on the
proposed changes be launched during the week commencing 15 April 2019,
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closing on Monday 20 May. This will allow more than four weeks for input from
London’s provider base and wider stakeholders.
3.5

To supplement this, a series of roundtables will be held with key stakeholder
groups, and feedback will also be collected through the regular programme of
provider engagement carried out by the GLA’s AEB contract managers.

3.6

The input received in response to the framework consultation will be fed into
the ongoing development of the Mayor’s long-term vision for skills in the
capital, the AEB funding rules and the people section of London’s Local
Industrial Strategy.

3.7

The draft consultation paper is attached at Appendix A (reserved from
publication).

3.8

The framework consultation paper will also be considered by the AEB Mayoral
Board for onward approval by the Mayor via the GLA’s formal decision-making
processes in April 2019, prior to publication.

4

Equality comments

4.1

Under Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010, as a public authority, the GLA
must have ‘due regard’ to the need to:
•

Eliminate unlawful discrimination, harassment and victimisation; and

•

Advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations between people
who have a relevant protected characteristic and those who do not.

4.2

The consultation will seek to capture the impact the proposals put forward in
the draft Framework could have on people with relevant protected
characteristics (age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and
maternity, race, gender, religion or belief, sexual orientation) by targeting
representative and specialist organisations that understand the needs of these
groups and the barriers they face. The equalities impacts will then be taken
into account when finalising the framework and before the final framework is
approved via the GLA’s formal decision-making processes.

5

Risks arising / mitigation

5.1

The principal risk is that insufficient engagement will be received from the
provider base and wider stakeholders. This has been mitigated through
planning for input to be sought from providers at the planned regular provider
engagement meetings, and through proactive engagement with stakeholder
organisations.

6

Financial Comments of the Executive Director Resources

6.1

There are no direct financial implications to the GLA arising from considering
the contents of this paper.
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7

Next steps

7.1

The next steps following consideration by the Skills for Londoners Board are
summarised overleaf:
Activity
Consideration by the AEB Mayoral Board
Mayoral Decision
Framework consultation opens
Framework consultation closes
Analysis of responses
Programme Board and Mayoral Board consider
consultation outcomes
Communication of consultation outcomes

Timeline
10 April 2019
April 2019
w/b 15 April 2019
20 May 2019
May – June 2019
Summer 2019
Autumn 2019

Appendices:
•

Appendix A – Draft consultation paper (reserved from publication)
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Agenda Item 9
Skills for Londoners Board
Date of meeting:

10 April 2019

Title of report:

Skills and Employment Vision Draft Structure

To be presented by:

Forogh Rahmani, Senior Manager – Strategy, Policy
and Relationships, GLA Skills & Employment

Cleared by:

Michelle Cuomo Boorer, Assistant Director – Skills &
Employment

Classification:

Public

1

Executive Summary

1.1

The GLA and London Councils are developing a ‘skills and employment vision’
alongside the People section of London’s Local Industrial Strategy.

1.2

This report introduces this document and proposes its structure.

2

Recommendation

2.1

The Skills for Londoners Board is asked to:
2.1.1 Approve the draft structure of the Skills and Employment Vision (see
Appendix A); and
2.1.2 Note that a steering group will be established to oversee the
development of the vision (as set out at Agenda Item 5).

3

Introduction and Background
Local Industrial Strategy

3.1

London is required by Government to produce a Local Industrial Strategy
(LIS), led by the Mayor, to be agreed with Government by early 2020.

3.2

The Strategy should identify the economy’s strengths and weaknesses and
set out a clear approach to raising productivity, supported by a robust
evidence base.

3.3

The Strategy will also set out London’s priorities for future funding for local
growth. This is important in the context of the UK’s departure from the
European Union and the associated loss to London of access to European
Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF), including the European Social Fund
(ESF).

3.4

The government has stated that Local Industrial Strategies will inform the
allocation of the UK Shared Prosperity Fund (UKSPF) – which will replace
ESIF.
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3.5

The GLA’s Skills and Employment Unit and London Councils are working
jointly to develop the ‘People’ section of London’s LIS, which will focus on
improving skills and employment opportunities in the capital.
Why is a skills and employment vision needed?

3.6

The Government has advised that the LIS should not be a ‘bidding document’.
Rather than a pitch for funding and new powers, officials have advised the LIS
should instead set out an assessment of strengths, challenges and
opportunities, alongside priorities for action.

3.7

However, the GLA and London Councils want to build on a strong body of
existing skills and employment evidence – the Mayor’s skills and economic
development strategies, and London Councils’ Better Ways to Work report on
tackling labour market disadvantage, 1 amongst others – and ensure London is
fully prepared to make a strong pitch for UKSPF and other funding and powers
following the submission of Local Industrial Strategies in 2020.

3.8

Therefore, alongside the development of the People section of the LIS, the
GLA and London Councils are developing a vision for a single, integrated
skills and employment offer for the capital, alongside a series of other
recommendations to ensure all Londoners are able to access and contribute
to London’s economic success. The vision document will provide the basis for
the People section of the LIS.

4

Issues for consideration

4.1

The proposed vision document includes an assessment of London’s skills and
employment strengths and challenges, and the development of
evidence-based proposals to empower Londoners to access opportunities in
the capital, meet the needs of London’s economy now and in the future, and to
deliver a strategic, city-wide technical skills, employment support and adult
education offer.

4.2

The document will be clear about the resources, powers, partnership and
coordination required to deliver on this vision.

4.3

The vision is expected to be published in September 2019 alongside the
launch of the delegated Adult Education Budget (AEB).

4.4

The evidence base for the vision is being developed in collaboration with GLA
Economics, who are also developing the evidence base for London’s LIS.

4.5

The development of the draft vision will be overseen by a steering group made
up of Skills for Londoners Board and Skills for Londoners Business
Partnership members. Proposals to establish the group are set out at Agenda
Item 5.

4.6

GLA and London Councils officers will be engaging stakeholders around each
of the policy areas included in the structure, as well as hosting a series of
roundtables with key stakeholders to inform the development of the vision.
Key stakeholders include:
•

1

Association of Colleges

London Councils. Better Ways to Work: tackling labour market disadvantage in London. January 2019.
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•

Association of Employment and Learning Providers

•

Holex

•

LEFEA

•

Institutes of Adult Learning

•

Higher Education Institutions

•

London First and other business bodies

•

Trade Union Congress

•

Sub-Regional Partnerships and boroughs

•

London Plus and community organisations

•

Employment Related Services Association

•

Jobcentre Plus

4.7

The vision will be accompanied by a PR campaign which will celebrate the
strengths of London’s skills and employment system.

4.8

The project team will be presenting a working draft to the Steering Group for
comment in May, with a final draft to be considered by the Steering Group in
June, before publication in September. This will allow officers to align the
vision with London’s LIS, which will be signed off by the Mayor at the end of
2019 and agreed with government in early 2020. A working timeline for the
vision and the LIS is provided in the appendices.

5

Equality comments

5.1

The development of the skills and employment vision and London’s Local
Industrial Strategy will support the Mayor’s case for UK government to replace
ESF and ERDF following Brexit. The current ESF programme targets support
for people with disabilities, people from BAME communities and older people,
for example. ERDF is responsive to the needs of communities and underrepresented groups; it is targeted towards underrepresented communities
where relevant. Without a reasonable allocation of successor funding, the GLA
will be unable to continue providing this support at the same scale. As such, it
is important that all possible actions are taken to ensure the UKSPF allows
this type of support to continue at least at current levels.

5.2

Key groups with protected characteristics, including women, BAME Londoners
and disabled Londoners are under-represented in London’s labour market.
Therefore, the proposed structure for the skills and employment vision
includes the development of actions to create inclusive and good quality
education and transition for all, with targeted actions to improve access for
protected and under-represented groups. The proposed structure also
includes proposals to deliver economic fairness and a more inclusive London,
with proposed actions to promote diversity, inclusion and community cohesion.
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6

Risks arising / mitigation

6.1

Risk 1: A failure to deliver a signed-off publication by September 2019
6.1.1 GLA and London Councils officers have developed a comprehensive
timeline for the skills vision that is aligned with the Mayor’s Local
Industrial Strategy timeline. The vision timeline includes an opportunity
for comments and feedback on the working draft in April, with a final
draft submitted to the steering group in June, allowing sufficient time for
the report to be reviewed by the Deputy Mayor for Planning,
Regeneration and Skills and the Mayor’s office.

6.2

Risk 2: The skills and employment vision fails to build on existing Mayoral
strategies
6.2.1 The proposed structure builds on the Mayor’s Skills for Londoners
strategy and Economic Development Strategy, as well as existing
contributions made by London Councils, including the Better Ways to
Work report. The development of the vision document will draw from the
stakeholder engagement and evidence base that underpinned the
development of the Mayor’s strategies, as well as developing further
evidence and detail to support London’s vision for both skills and
employment.

6.3

Risk 3: The vision’s proposals are not underpinned by a robust evidence base
6.3.1 The GLA Skills & Employment Unit and London Councils are working
closely with GLA Economics to ensure that the vision is underpinned by
a robust evidence base. Only proposals with a clear logic chain and
evidence base will be included in the vision, and the evidence will be
set out clearly in the document.

6.4

Risk 4: London loses out from the distribution of the UKSPF
6.4.1 The UKSPF may not be devolved, or may be devolved only in part, or
London may receive less funding than it currently receives through
ESIF. To mitigate this, the GLA is ensuring as much ESIF is committed
as possible ahead of the UK’s departure from the EU, and the GLA
notes the Government has guaranteed funding for UK organisations in
receipt of EU funds where projects are agreed before the day the UK
leaves the EU, and in the event of a no deal, funding will be
underwritten by Government up to 2020. The GLA and London Councils
will work with GLA Economics to provide an effective evidence base to
support London’s requirements for successor funding, and to ensure it
is targeted to London’s skills needs.

6.5

Risk 5: The government changes its focus on Local Industrial Strategies
6.5.1 The GLA and London Councils will continue to monitor changes and
development in government policy, particularly in the context of the
Parliamentary discord surrounding Brexit. However, the development of
London’s LIS and skills and employment vision will ensure London is
strongly positioned to make the case for new funding and powers in the
coming years, regardless of any future changes to government or
government policy.
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7

Financial Comments of the Executive Director Resources

7.1

There are no direct financial implications to the GLA for approving the draft
structure of the Skills and Employment Vision or noting that a steering group
will be established to oversee the development of the vision.

7.2

However, the associated work streams and the Local Industrial Strategies, as
detailed within the main body of the report, will have a future impact on funding
streams available to London. The government has stated that Local Industrial
Strategies will inform the allocation of the UK Shared Prosperity Fund
(UKSPF) – which will replace ESIF. Progress work on the LIS will highlight any
financial risk areas for London and where appropriate update papers brought
to the board with mitigations for further consideration (as per those already
noted within this paper).

8

Next steps

8.1

The GLA and London Councils will develop the skills and employment vision
and People section of the LIS, subject to the approval of the proposed
structure, with key dates:
• February – March: Initial stakeholder engagement and first drafting phase
• April – May: Follow-up stakeholder engagement and second drafting phase
• June – July: Sign off process
• September: Publish to coincide with delivery of the AEB

Appendices:
•

Appendix A – Skills and Employment Vision Structure

•

Appendix B – Skills and Employment Vision Timeline
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Agenda Item 9, Appendix A
Skills and Employment Vision Structure
I.

INTRODUCTION
A. Foreword
B. Background

II.

STRENGTHS AND CHALLENGES
A. Strengths and opportunities
1. London's skills and education system
2. Localised employment and community services
3. Access to diverse talent
4. Infrastructure and growth opportunities
5. Thriving industries and sectors
B. Challenges
1. Empowering Londoners
a) Now
(1) Low pay and in-work poverty
(2) Low levels of progression
(3) Many Londoners lacking level 3+ skills
(4) Under-representation of certain groups of people in London’s
labour market
b) Future
(1) Impact of technological change on jobs displacement
(2) Potential loss of jobs following Brexit
(3) Threats to community cohesion following Brexit
2. Meeting the needs of London's economy
a) Now
(1) Skills gaps in key industries
(2) Comparatively low levels of management skills
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(3) Employer investment in training low
(4) Employers under-utilising skills base
(5) Productivity
b) Future
(1) Impact of potential immigration changes on skills supply
(2) Employers relocating following Brexit
(3) Technology adoption changing need for skills
(4) Supporting ageing workforce to remain in work
(5) Supporting workers with health conditions/ disabilities to remain
in work
(6) Potential caps on apprenticeship funding
3. Deliver a strategic city-wide offer
a) Now
(1) A decade of austerity
(2) Heavily centralised and fragmented skills and employment
system
(3) Many out of work are not claiming benefits
(4) Lack of focus on progression
(5) Recruiting and retaining high quality teachers
b) Future
(1) No clear commitment to future FE capital funding and loss of
ESF
(2) Changing government policy, including introduction of T Levels
(3) Economic uncertainty makes it difficult to plan
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III.

DELIVERING LONDON’S VISION
A. Overview
1. London’s vision
2. The powers, funding, coordination and partnership required
B. Empowering Londoners
1. Create inclusive and good quality education and transition opportunities
for all
a) Education for all Londoners
b) Careers for Londoners
2. Establish an enhanced support service for low skilled and
disadvantaged Londoners to access and progress into the city's
employment opportunities
a) Employability, skills and wraparound support for London’s most
underrepresented and poorest groups
b) Tackling in-work poverty through progression to better paid and
higher skilled roles
3. Deliver economic fairness and a more inclusive London
a) Creating a more diverse and inclusive economy and society
b) Building more cohesive communities
c) Raising standards for good quality work
C. Meeting the needs of London’s economy
1. Ensure key sectors have access to the talent they need to grow
a) Digital skills
b) Construction and infrastructure skills
c) Creative industry skills
d) STEAM skills
e) Health and social care skills
2. Delivering a pipeline of talent to meet London's development and
growth opportunities
a) Old Oak and Park Royal Development Corporation
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b) London’s Royal Docks
c) Other regeneration projects
3. Drive up apprenticeships and workforce development to meet the
capital's skills needs
a) Apprenticeships
b) Workforce development and inclusive work practices
D. Deliver a strategic city-wide offer
1. Deliver an integrated employment and skills system in London
a) Coordination and alignment between skills, education and
employment support
b) Capital funding and infrastructure
2. Establish a more agile and responsive employment and skills system
a) Providing accessible data on labour demand and skills provision
b) Creating an outcomes and impact framework for London’s
employment and skills system
3. Ensure London's skills and education system itself has access to the
talent it needs to deliver quality learning
a) Recruitment, retainment and future leadership
IV.

CONCLUSION
A. What this change will achieve
B. Next steps

The document will be interspersed with case studies of innovative practice from
London’s learning providers, businesses and boroughs, as well as sub-regional and
city-wide schemes.
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Agenda Item 9, Appendix B

Skills and employment vision timeline
w/c 25 Feb
w/c 4 Mar

•
•

w/c 11 Mar
w/c 1 April
w/c 27 May

•
•
•

w/c 10 June
w/c 17 June
w/c 8 July

•
•
•

w/c 22 July
w/c 09 Sept
w/c 16 Sept
w/c 30 Sept

•
•
•
•

October December
2020

•
•

Skills for Londoners Business Partnership Meeting
Joint Skills for Londoners Board and Business
Partnership visioning session
Initial skills vision drafting commences
Stakeholder engagement commences
Skills vision drafting and stakeholder engagement to
finish
[LIS] LEAP to discuss LIS evidence base
Skills for Londoners Board meeting
Final draft of vision shared for review at London Councils’
Congress of Leaders
Final draft of vision to Mayor’s office for sign-off
[LIS] LIS presented to London Councils’ Executive
Publication of the vision
[LIS] LIS to go to Skills for Londoners Board for
endorsement
[LIS] LIS reviewed by Mayoral team and relevant GLA
Boards
[LIS] LIS to be agreed with Government
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